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JavaScript Pocket Reference Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
An Orphan Girl. A Hellish Spirit. A fight for more than just her life... New
Orleans, 1963. When Del Larouche leaves the St. Augustine orphanage, she is
desperate to build a normal life for herself and Jimmy, the mentally
handicapped boy she spent years protecting. But when a hellish spirit is raised
from the dark swamps, unimaginable horrors begin to prey on the lost souls of
the Crescent City, and Del’s soul is the most coveted. When she learns the
truth of her secret heritage, she is faced with a choice: forego the gift she was
born with for the normal life she dreams of or embrace her birthright and the
dark consequences that follow. A Grimoire Dark is the spine-tingling first
book in The Spirit Hunter supernatural thriller series. If you like black magic,
strong female protagonists, and urban legends, then you’ll love this chilling
tale.
Ana Torfs Tuttle Publishing
Now that Gemma holds the key to breaking the siren curse,
the stakes have never been higher. At last, a future with
those she loves - and a romance with Alex - is close enough
to touch... but not if Penn has anything to say about it. Penn
is more determined than ever to have Daniel for her own and
to destroy Gemma and Harper along the way, and Penn
always gets what she wants. Now a final explosive battle is
about to begin, and the winner will take everything Gemma
holds dear.
Make Your Own Neural Network Laurence King
Publishing
AC Maintenance & Repair Manual for Diesel
EnginesA&C Black

E-business and E-commerce Infrastructure A&C Black
Considered by many to be Lithuania's most important work of
modernist fiction, this novel tells the story of Antanas Garsva,
an emigre poet working as an elevator operator in a large New
York hotel in the 1950s.
The Book of Dog Poems Vintage
Updated for both Python 3.4 and 2.7, this convenient pocket
guide is the perfect on-the-job quick reference. You’ll find
concise, need-to-know information on Python types and
statements, special method names, built-in functions and
exceptions, commonly used standard library modules, and other
prominent Python tools. The handy index lets you pinpoint
exactly what you need. Written by Mark Lutz—widely
recognized as the world’s leading Python trainer—Python
Pocket Reference is an ideal companion to O’Reilly’s classic
Python tutorials, Learning Python and Programming Python,
also written by Mark. This fifth edition covers: Built-in object
types, including numbers, lists, dictionaries, and more
Statements and syntax for creating and processing objects
Functions and modules for structuring and reusing code
Python’s object-oriented programming tools Built-in functions,
exceptions, and attributes Special operator overloading methods
Widely used standard library modules and extensions
Command-line options and development tools Python idioms
and hints The Python SQL Database API
Dream in the twilight Boydell & Brewer Ltd
**New Adult Romance** Needing an escape from her past, Avery chooses
a college where no one knows her. Keeping a low profile was the plan,
falling for the intense frat boy, Jase wasn't. Yet she can't deny how alive she
feels when he's near. Even as common sense implores her to stay away, her
body begs her to get closer. Jase, numb from his own family drama, has
grown bored with weekends fueled by nameless girls and countless bottles
when he meets Avery. Helping her cope with her past is better than dealing
with the bullshit his own life's served up. Determined to drive away the
painful secret she's guarding, he appoints himself her life coach, and
challenges her to new experiences. Getting close to her and being the one
to make her smile are simply perks of the job. But when Avery's past boldly
saunters in, refusing to be forgotten, can Jase live with the truth about the
girl he's fallen for? Recommended for 17+ due to mature themes and
sexual content.
The Stepsister's Tale David and Charles
From selecting yarns and learning the basics of crochet to
assembling your projects and adding whimsical details, The
Complete Guide to Crochet Dolls and Animals makes any
amigurumi project possible! Hundreds of photos demonstrate
the best crochet stitches to use, along with lessons on how to
assemble amigurumi figures correctly and give them more
personality. All the basic stitches and steps are explained in
detail, including extra directions for left-handed crafters. This is
the official guide created by The Japan Amigurumi
Association—whose thousands of members are found all over
Japan, the original home of amigurumi. It provides an
authoritative overview of techniques and includes all the

information that amigurumi enthusiasts need to know to start
creating. This indispensable book shows you how to: Shape and
proportion expressive heads, limbs and tails Assemble all the
pieces together in a way that makes your toy come alive Add
armatures so your toys can bend and stand on their own Create
facial features that give your toy attitude and personality Make
cute little accessories (zakka) like mittens, scarves and purses The
Complete Guide to Crochet Dolls and Animals includes 3
sample projects to practice the skills you learn. With over 1,500
color photos and detailed diagrams instructing more than 100
crochet stitch techiniques—this is a reference you'll refer to
again and again as you create and style your own amigurumi for
years to come!
Lincoln Children's Books
This book is a comprehensive primer to both traditional and
emerging E-Commerce technologies. Students with no prior
technical knowledge will be able to grasp complex topics such as
networking, Internet security, Web languages and other important
subjects in a way that illustrates their use through case studies and
practice by completing Web projects.
Radioactive Investigations of Oil and Gas Wells Penguin
A step-by-step gentle journey through the mathematics of neural networks,
and making your own using the Python computer language. Neural
networks are a key element of deep learning and artificial intelligence,
which today is capable of some truly impressive feats. Yet too few really
understand how neural networks actually work. This guide will take you on
a fun and unhurried journey, starting from very simple ideas, and gradually
building up an understanding of how neural networks work. You won't
need any mathematics beyond secondary school, and an accessible
introduction to calculus is also included. The ambition of this guide is to
make neural networks as accessible as possible to as many readers as
possible - there are enough texts for advanced readers already! You'll learn
to code in Python and make your own neural network, teaching it to
recognise human handwritten numbers, and performing as well as
professionally developed networks. Part 1 is about ideas. We introduce the
mathematical ideas underlying the neural networks, gently with lots of
illustrations and examples. Part 2 is practical. We introduce the popular
and easy to learn Python programming language, and gradually builds up
a neural network which can learn to recognise human handwritten
numbers, easily getting it to perform as well as networks made by
professionals. Part 3 extends these ideas further. We push the performance
of our neural network to an industry leading 98% using only simple ideas
and code, test the network on your own handwriting, take a privileged peek
inside the mysterious mind of a neural network, and even get it all working
on a Raspberry Pi. All the code in this has been tested to work on a
Raspberry Pi Zero.
Call Me Debbie AC Maintenance & Repair Manual for Diesel
Engines
Create animal slippers for the whole family, with this cute collection
of patterns from leading crochet designer Ira Rott. First choose your
slipper type – slide, shoe or boot – then choose your size, and
finally choose one of 20 different animal designs. This adorable book
will have you reaching for your hook and crocheting the most
appropriate animals for your tribe. Why not try the elephants for
grandpa (who sometimes forgets), the pandas for mum (whose
mascara always runs) and the bears for the little one who loves warm
hugs... there are options to delight them all and keep you in
handmade gifts to give for years! Ira Rott is well known for her
gorgeous animal designs and her easy-to-follow crochet patterns,
which include step-by-step photographs for any fiddly parts, and
crochet charts alongside the written patterns. She expertly guides you
through making three different kinds of crochet slippers – shoes with
covered heels, boots with ankle cuffs, and slides which are backless
slippers. Knowing what size to make is made easy thanks to a clever
measuring chart at the front of the book. Simply open the flap, put
your foot on the measuring gauge and instantly see what size you
need. In the book are useful tables that show how much yarn and
what size hook you will need for each size. Complete step-by-step
instructions and charts then show you how to master each slipper
type, with templates for adding non-slip soles to your crochet slippers
too. Once you've mastered the slipper-making, the fun begins in
creating your crochet animal designs. Choose from: the Snuggly Pug,
the Cuddly Bear, the Happy Penguin, the Zingy Dinosaur, the Starry
Unicorn, the Rock 'n' Roll Panda, the Sleepy Koala, the Mossy
Sloth. the Graceful Elephant, the Playful Pig, the Mischievous
Raccoon, the Cheeky Monkey, the Woolly Sheep, the Sandy Turtle,
the Sassy Cat, the Hippie Llama, the Brave Moose, the Artful Fox,
the Friendly Cow and the Roaring Lion. But that's not all – Ira also
shows you how you can mix and match patterns to create all sorts of
new animals too. Add the unicorn horn to the cat for a cute uni-kitty,
and mix the dinosaur and the penguin to create a wise owl – once
you've discovered that you can customize your crochet slippers you'll
be able to create unlimited options!
A Grimoire Dark "O'Reilly Media, Inc."
Since the dawn of history people have used charms and spells to try
to control their environment, and forms of divination to try to foresee
the otherwise unpredictable chances of life. Many of these techniques
were called 'superstitious' by educated elites. For centuries religious
believers used 'superstition' as a term of abuse to denounce another

religion that they thought inferior, or to criticize their fellow-believers
for practising their faith 'wrongly'. From the Middle Ages to the
Enlightenment, scholars argued over what 'superstition' was, how to
identify it, and how to persuade people to avoid it. Learned believers
in demons and witchcraft, in their treatises and sermons, tried to
make 'rational' sense of popular superstitions by blaming them on the
deceptive tricks of seductive demons. Every major movement in
Christian thought, from rival schools of medieval theology through to
the Renaissance, the Reformation, and the Enlightenment, added
new twists to the debates over superstition. Protestants saw Catholics
as superstitious, and vice versa. Enlightened philosophers mocked
traditional cults as superstitions. Eventually, the learned lost their
worry about popular belief, and turned instead to chronicling and
preserving 'superstitious' customs as folklore and ethnic heritage.
Enchanted Europe is the first comprehensive, integrated account of
western Europe's long, complex dialogue with its own folklore and
popular beliefs. Drawing on many little-known and rarely used texts,
Euan Cameron constructs a compelling narrative of the rise,
diversification, and decline of popular 'superstition' in the European
mind.
The Impact of You David and Charles
"...profoundly moving..." -Publishers Weekly Nelson Mandela’s two great-
grandchildren ask their grandmother, Mandela’s youngest daughter, 15
questions about their grandad – the global icon of peace and forgiveness
who spent 27 years in prison. They learn that he was a freedom fighter
who put down his weapons for the sake of peace, and who then became the
President of South Africa and a Nobel Peace Prize-winner, and realise that
they can continue his legacy in the world today. Seen through a child’s
perspective, and authored jointly by Nelson Mandela's great-grandchildren
and daughter, this amazing story is told as never before to celebrate what
would have been Nelson's Mandela 100th birthday.
The Biopolitics of Gender CRC Press
1990s' Cuban literature, caught between a beleaguered socialism and
an encroaching global capitalism.
Ragtime Tumpie Thomas Nelson
WALLSTREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER Live lighter. Live freer.
Live a bigger life with less. In Declutter Like a Mother, Allie Casazza
comes alongside you to explore: Why decluttering calms anxiety in
your heart and lessens tension in your relationships. How to ensure
your house is working for you, not against you. Why kids thrive when
they’re not overwhelmed with options. How to make time, when
you feel you don’t have time, to declutter. Allie Casazza was tired
of feeling it was her against the laundry in her home. She wondered if
somewhere beneath her frantic days and the mountains of toys in the
playroom she would ever find joy and peace in motherhood. Then
she discovered the abundance . . . of less. As she purged her home of
excess stuff, Allie discovered a lifestyle that strengthened her
marriage, saved her motherhood, and helped her develop her gifts in
a way that no amount of new kitchen appliances or new organizing
system ever could. Research studies show a direct link between stress
levels and the amount of physical possessions people have in their
homes, and Allie has seen that truth play out in her own life and in
the lives of hundreds of thousands of other moms she has mentored
through her business and online courses. She proclaims: You don’t
need a home that’s perfect. You need a home that’s lighter.
Discover less stress, more space. Less chaos, more peace. Less of what
doesn’t matter, so you have room for what matters most of all.
Look-Alikes Jr. A&C Black
Stash is a crochet term for leftover or oddball yarn. Stash-Busting is finding
a project that use small amounts of yarns. In this amazing book you will
find over 40 designs all made with small amounts of different sizes of yarns
for home, baby and accessories! Designs include gnome coasters, little
gnomes, easy doilies, afghans, hot pads, baby blankets, baby slippers, a
ladies shawlette, jewelry and more!
Enchanted Europe Notion Press
In On Time, Punctuality, and Discipline in Early Modern
Calvinism, Max Engammare explores how the sixteenth-century
Protestant reformers of Geneva, France, London, and Bern
internalized a new concept of time. Applying a moral and
spiritual code to the course of the day, they regulated their
relationship with time, which was, in essence, a new relationship
with God. As Calvin constantly reminded his followers, God
watches his faithful every minute. Come Judgment Day, the
faithful in turn will have to account for each minute.
Engammare argues that the inhabitants of Calvin's Geneva
invented the new habit of being on time, a practice unknown in
Antiquity. It was also fundamentally different from notions of
time in the monastic world of the medieval period and unknown
to contemporaries such as Erasmus, Vives, the early Jesuits,
Rabelais, Ronsard, or Montaigne. Engammare shows that
punctuality did not proceed from technical innovation. Rather,
punctuality was above all a spiritual, social, and disciplinary
virtue.
Grandad Mandela Annies
Representation and visualisation, reality and fiction form the cornerstones
of Ana Torfs' installations which consist of projected images and texts. In
precisely choreographed audio visual constellations Torfs brings to life
literary, historical and political material. In these projects the artist works
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with actors who embody their roles in a demonstratively matter-of-fact and
functional way. A famous one act play by the symbolist poet Maurice
Maeterlinck, testimonies from Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht's
murder trial and also dialogues from a film classic by Roberto Rossellini
served as starting points for roomfilling installations such as The Intruder,
2004, Anatomy, 2006, or Displacement, 2009. Torfs has been practising
and developing her method of subtly dissecting and superimposing places,
people, voices and atmospheres for over 15 years. In doing so, she draws
from the repertoire of dramatic, photographic and cinematic techniques.
Personal experiences and global dimensions merge with one another. In
Torfs' work the spoken words and the static pictures blend in order to
create an imaginary realm beyond cinema. Published alongside exhibitions
at K21 Standehaus, Dusseldorf (February - July 2010) and the Generali
Foundation, Vienna (September - December 2010). English and German
text.
AC Maintenance & Repair Manual for Diesel Engines Little, Brown
Books for Young Readers
Jane cares for her mother and sister until her stepfather dies, leaving
nothing but debts and Jane's spoiled stepsister behind, but a
mysterious boy from the woods and an invitation to a royal ball are
certain to change her fate.
Crochet Animal Slippers Harlequin
The truth I do not stretch or shove When I state that the dog is full of love.
I've also found, by actual test, A wet dog is the lovingest. 'The Dog' by
Ogden Nash The relationship between us humans and our dogs has
inspired many of the world's greatest poets. Sometimes funny, sometimes
moving, the poems in this beautifully illustrated anthology are a true
celebration of the faithful, affectionate, delightful dog. The perfect gift for
dog lovers.
San Diego Magazine Cambridge University Press
This book explores the 'photo story' through 61 master classes by some of
the world's greatest photographers, all members of the international
photographic agency Magnum.
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